
Term 3 and 4 - Marvellous Moments in Badger  

Badger class loved coming to school dressed as their 
favourite book characters. They had a fantastic book 
themed day! During the morning, we had a brilliant book 
assembly hosted by Miss Trunchbull featuring an exciting 
costume parade. We also guessed the teacher’s favourite 
books and thought about where, when and who we could 
share books with. For the rest of wonderful world book 
day, Badger class completed a book quiz and watched an 

inspirational author video. We finished the day with a 
lovely parent sharing book session with children enjoying time reading some of fiction and 
non-fiction books with their parents in the classroom. It was a fun-filled day which was 
enjoyed by all! 
Badger class did a Crest award for STEM week called ‘Sneaky 
Shadow’. We used black paper and cut it into characters for 
our puppets. We got a lollipop stick and attached it to the 
puppet. Then we explored making shadows with light sources 
such as torches, bulbs and sunlight. We found that shadows 
are formed when an object blocks a light source or the sun. 
We even went outside to investigate how our bodies create 
shadows. We had fun looking at shadows and then we used 
our shadow puppets to create stories. 

This term Badger class have been inspired in their writing and 
have produced fantastic pieces of poetry and riddles. We 
showcased our learning by performing a poetry recital in our 
outdoor amphitheatre. Each child came to the stage area and 
read their favourite piece that they had written this term. We 
even got to guess some animals from the clues in the riddles 
that children had written. We gave each child a round of 
applause and gave them 2 stars and a wish for what they did 

well and an ‘even better if’. Well done Badger class on your brilliant 
speaking and listening skills. 

We were delighted when we got a visit from our local artist Brian 
Pollard. We showed him our paintings of the Hoe that we had 
created and he even signed them for us! He gave us an art 
masterclass in how he creates his paintings and gave us some 
advice for how to become painters. What an exciting afternoon! 


